
MIRACLE FILTER POWDER
works by removing food debris 
and impurities from your fryer oil 
which are a major cause of oil 
breakdown.  By using MIRACLE
FILTER POWDER daily you can 
increase the life of your oil by up 
to 60% which means more profit 
for you!  Your oil will stay cleaner 
day after day and you will serve 
maximum quality fried food from 
your clear odour-free fryer oil

OIL FILTER DAILY WITHOUT USING MIRACLE

OIL FILTERED DAILY USING MIRACLE

Dump Day

Dump Day
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FILTER POWDER™
Dosage and Instructions
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4 Easy Steps to Super Clean Oil

2. Drain  oil from 
fryer into filter 
machine.

3.  Start filter machine and hose inside 
of fryer.  Allow oil in filter machine to 
recirculate (polish)  by hanging outlet 
hose over the fryer and allowing the  
oil to run back into the filter machine 
for a minimum of 5 minutes.

Switch fryer on and 
allow to come to working 
temperature

1. Miracle Filter Powder can be simply cast into 
the oil or spread evenly over the filter paper
Add the required dosage of MIRACLE to fryer 
while oil is at working temperature

4. After polishing your oil 
close fryer outlet and 
pump clean MIRACLE
Oil back into the fryer. 

Wheel-up Filtering Machines
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Powder dosage 
depends on the filter 
media used in your 
filter machine

Powder 
dosage 
(grams)

Filter Media25 litre Vat Capacity

Miracle Powder is available in packets or in a 20kg bulk bag.
A regular sized drink cup holds 135 grams of powder

A medium sized drink cup holds 250 grams of powder

This chart above represents average fryer loadings cooking fries & fish for a medium trading business.  
For restaurants with greater fryer loading we recommend the heavier dosage levels as above to avoid 

the excessive build-up of FFA, OFA and carbon matter.

POWDER TO FRY OIL RATIO (DOSAGE)

This is an example of 
90grams of pure FFA 
produced daily from 25 
litres of used frying oil 
which Miracle Powder 
will absorb 

Paper Filter Media 12 micron

Polyester Filter 
Media 80 micron


